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ABSTRACT 

 
Software testing is an important and expensive phase of the software development life cycle. Over the past few 

decades, there has been an ongoing research to automate the process of software testing but the attempts have been 

constrained by the size and the complexity of software especially due to the use of dynamic memory allocation which 

makes the software behavior highly unpredictable. The use of meta heuristic global search techniques for software 

test data generation has been the focus of researchers in recent years [1]. 

Meta-heuristics have been applied extensively for improving the efficiency of the process. This paper analyses the 

effectiveness of applying hybrid genetic algorithms for generating test data automatically using data flow testing 

approach. An incremental coverage measurement method is used to improve the convergence [6]. 
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I INTRODUCTION  
 

Software engineering comprehends several disciplines devoted to prevent and remedy malfunctions and to warrant 

adequate behavior. Testing is an essential part of software engineering. Software testing is a process aimed at 

evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system to determine if it meets its required results. Since, 

software testing is becoming more popular and important in the software development industry in past few years; 

there is a need to generate test data automatically [4]. 

Software is tested to uncover errors that were introduced during its design and construction. Testing is a set of 

activities that can be planned in advance and conducted systematically. Software testing remains the primary 

technique used to gain confidence in software. Software testing is laborious and time consuming work and it often 

consumes almost 50% of software system development resources. One goal of software testing is to determine a 

minimal number of test cases that reveals as many faults as possible. Automated software testing can significantly 

reduce the cost of developing software. Testing is used to estimate the quality of software, by providing the 

necessarily details about the software such as efficiency, probability, usability, capability, etc  [2].       
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1.1 Consequence and Importance of Bugs 

The importance of each bug depends on factors such as 

1. Frequency 

2. Correction cost 

3. Consequential cost 

4. Application cost. 

 

II SOFTWARE TESTING 
 

Software Testing is a process of executing a program with intent of finding errors [Myers]. Software Testing only 

reveals the presence of errors in a program but never guarantees their absence. It increases the programmers as well 

as the user confidence in the correctness and reliability of the software [1]. 

 

2.1 Limitation of Software Testing 
 

1. The domain of possible inputs is too large to test. 

2. There are too many possible paths through the program to test. 

3. In short, maximum coverage through minimum test-cases. That is the challenge of testing. 

4. Determining what you can say about the software when testing is completed. 

5. Measuring testing strategies. 

6. Software testing is not an exhaustive testing. 

 

2.2 Structural Testing 
 

Structural Testing is a fundamental approach to test case identification. To contrast it withFunctional testing, it is 

sometimes called white box (or even glass box) testing. The glass box metaphor is probably more appropriate, 

because the essential difference is that the implementation (Of the black box) is known and used to identify test 

cases. The ability to ñsee insideò the black box allows the tester to identify test cases based on how the function is 

actually implemented.  In the White box testing, the internal structure of the SUT (software under test) is considered 

and its behavior is examined by executing the code. White box testing is a way of testing the external functionality 

of the code by examining and testing the program code that realizes the external functionality. It is a methodology to 

design the test cases that uses the control structure of the application to design test cases. White box testing is used 

to test the program code, code structure and the internal design flow.  

 
 

III GENETIC ALGORITHM  
 

Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary based stochastic optimization algorithm with a global search potential 

proposed by Holland in 1975.GAs are among the most successful class of algorithms under EAs (Evolutionary 

Algorithms) which are inspired by the evolutionary ideas of natural selection. They follow the principle of Charles 




